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Background

• Earlier cochlear implantation in children with significant hearing 
loss results in better spoken language outcomes

• (Waltzman & Roland, 2005; Cuda et al., 2014)
• 2020: Shift in standard of care

• Implantation at 9 months of age



Background

• Culbertson et al., 2022
• Activation prior to 9 months of age leads to a faster acquisition of a greater quantity of 

auditory skills
• Auditory skills in this population reached "expected performance of children with typical hearing by 2 

years of age".

• Children activated after 9 months still showed improvement in auditory skills
• Skills did not meet age matched peers with typical hearing



Background

• Karltorp et al, 2020
• Investigated language development and 

surgical safety
• Longitudinal study which followed 103 

children
• Findings:

• No relation between age and surgical 
complications

• Children implanted at 5-11 months achieved 
age-equivalent language understanding sooner 
than children implanted older

Karltorp et al, 2020



Background

• Patient population at our large pediatric medical center is diverse
• Medically complex patients

• Hearing loss is not only diagnosis for many of our patients
• Historically, children with complex medical needs were precluded from cochlear 

implantation
• This may impact age at implantation



Background

• Approximately one-third of pediatric cochlear implant recipients have an 
additional disability (Birman et al., 2012)

• Outcomes were measured using the Categories of Auditory Performance (CAP)
• 0-4: identification of sounds, no verbal spoken language
• 5-7: varying use of spoken verbal language

• 96% of children without additional 
disabilities scored 5-7

• 52% of children with additional 
disabilities scored 5-7



Background

• Approximately one-third of pediatric cochlear implant recipients have an 
additional disability (Birman et al., 2012)

• This shows how outcomes are weighted heavily on spoken-language measures and 
that does not capture our complex patient population

• Outcomes in children with additional disabilities is variable
• Important counseling point for families

• Not all disabilities are diagnosed at time of CI surgery



Multidisciplinary Care
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Recognize the difference in CI 
candidacy time between patients 

with and without additional medical 
diagnoses

Describe the core members of 
the CI team that evaluate all 

patients progressing through the 
candidacy process

Identify at least one contributing 
factor to the difference in CI 

evaluation time between the two 
groups studied

1 2 3

Learning Objectives



Aim of study

• To determine if age at implantation differs between 
children with hearing loss and no other medical 
diagnosis, and children with hearing loss and other 
diagnosed medical conditions.



Hypothesis

• Children with additional diagnoses may take longer to progress through 
CI evaluation process compared to those without

• Require the coordination of more providers
• More appointments prior to recommendation for CI

• Need for medical stability prior to implant surgery
• Outcomes/expectations with CI may be unknown – increased 

counseling for families



Methods
• Diagnosis of bilateral hearing loss by 3 months

of age
• At least one ear with severe to profound 

sensorineural hearing loss
• Received cochlear implant

Inclusion 
criteria

• Progressive hearing loss
• Diagnosis of hearing loss > 3 months of age
• Meningitis
• ANSD
• Single Sided Deafness (SSD)

Exclusion 
criteria

• IRB Approval

• Retrospective study
• Review of electronic 

medical records for CI 
recipients at CHCO

• 2017-2022



Methods

• Evaluated cochlear implant trajectory
• Age at diagnosis of hearing loss
• Age at hearing aid fitting
• Age at cochlear implant initial consultation
• Age at cochlear implant surgery
• Age at cochlear implant activation
• Outcomes with cochlear implant(s)



Results

• 43 patients met inclusion criteria for this study
• 20 patients with additional medical diagnosis
• 23 patients without additional medical diagnosis

• Calculated CI Evaluation Time
• CI evaluation time = age at CI surgery – age at hearing loss diagnosis



Additional Diagnoses
• Congenital CMV (43%)
• Genetic differences (24%)
• Cerebral Palsy (9%)
• Hirschsprung’s (5%)
• Microcephalus and gross 

motor delay (5%)
• Cleft Lip/Palate (5%)
• Tethered Cord (5%)
• Wolf-Hirschhorn (4%)

Genetic deletion/duplication, 
24%

CP, 9%

cCMV, 43%

Wolf-Hirschhorn Syndrome, 
4%

Hirschsprung's Disease, 5%

Microcephalus, 5%

Tethered Cord, 5%
Cleft Lip/Palate, 5%



Results
Additional Diagnosis (avg)
Age at HL DX Age at CI initial 

consult
Age at CI surgery Age at CI initial 

activation
CI evaluation time

1.39 14.15 19.25 20 17.91

No Additional Diagnosis (avg)
Age at HL DX Age at CI initial 

consult
Age at CI surgery Age at CI initial 

activation
CI evaluation time

1.48 9.87 13.48 14.22 12.15

Difference in evaluation time (avg)
Age at HL DX Age at CI initial 

consult
Age at CI surgery Age at CI initial 

activation
CI evaluation time

-0.09 4.28 5.77 5.78 5.75
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Why the difference in timing?

Patient

Audiology

Speech 
Pathology

ENT

Social 
Work

Child Life

Neurology

Cardiology

GI
Urology

APPOINTMENTS PRIOR TO IMPLANTATION
# Audiology 

appointments prior 
to CI surgery

# CI candidacy 
appointments

# Appointments with 
those outside of CI 

team
Additional 
Dx 6.84 5.05 17.45

No dx 7.09 4.91 1.09

Difference -0.25 0.14 16.36

Ophthalmology

Genetics

Nutrition

Pulmonology

Plastic 
Surgery

Therapies

Infectious 
Disease

Rehab 
Medicine

Dermatology

Psychology

Nephrology



Results

• Significant findings included
• CI evaluation time
• Number of appointments with 

other specialties

• No significant difference in 
number of appointments with 
core CI team



Why early implantation in children with 
complex medical needs?
• Improvements noted

• Reliance on subjective outcome measures for some
• Others can complete speech perception testing
• Outcomes can vary



Why early implantation in children with 
complex medical needs?
• Spoken language acquisition may not be the ultimate goal for some of these 

patients.
• Corrales & Oghalai, 2013

• Early access to sound
• Development of speech, language, and cognition
• Improved behavior adaptability and cognitive skills

• Families perceive benefit
• Environmental sound awareness
• Ability to communicate needs
• Attentive and interested at home
• Getting along with peers/siblings



Why early implantation in children with 
complex medical needs?
• Cejas et al., 2015

• Systematic Literature Review
• Children who have hearing difference and an additional medical diagnosis benefit from 

earlier age at implantation
• Benefit is variable based on degree of developmental abilities

• Outcome measures used were variable as well
• IT-MAIS
• ESP
• CNC

• No standard of care for determining benefit in the population



Why early implantation in children with 
complex medical needs?
• Other Considerations:

• Safety
• Connection with family and environment
• Enhanced social interactions
• Receptive language
• Always considering a family's communication goal

"He understands 
complex and multistep 
phrases and directions. 

He is also becoming 
more opinionated and 

determined to do things 
himself."



Discussion
• Universal NBHS and adherence to JCIH guidelines = earlier identification of 

hearing difference
• Regardless of medical status
• Earlier identification = opportunity for earlier implantation



Discussion

• With earlier implantation, developmental trajectory remains largely 
unknown

• Challenges with counseling families of very young children

• Friedmann et al., 2020
• 92 children implanted prior to 12 months

• Additional diagnoses known in about 12%
• 9% of children diagnosed with an additional disability following implantation

• Conclusion: knowledge of additional disability prior to implantation would not 
have changed decision to implant early



Future Directions

• Finding a good outcome measure to use to evaluate benefit
• Rethink the core members of the CI team 
• Continue to strive for early implantation



Future Directions

• Use of long-term outcome measures
• It can be challenging to monitor outcomes using tools that are focused on spoken 

language abilities alone
• The Functional Listening Index™ – Paediatric (FLI™-P)

• Examines a wide range of skill sets with regards to listening and auditory 
development.

• Important to evaluate outcomes as developmentally appropriate for each individual 
child.



Limitations
• Small sample size

• Strict inclusion criteria
• Transfer patients with limited medical history available for review

• Did not evaluate for SES/demographic information
• Variability in outcome measures completed



Conclusion

• Additional appointments with other key providers adds time to the
evaluation process.

• Important step when determining overall developmental
trajectory and medical prognosis

• On average, no additional counseling appointments needed with CI team



Conclusion

• Children with complex medical needs should be considered for 
early implantation

• “Early” can be relative and should be evaluated on an individual basis
• Friedmann et al., 2020: Consistent device use may be a measure of success in this 

population
• The multidisciplinary team is designed to support the child and family to 

feel empowered when making the decision to implant.
• Counseling!
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Thank You!
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